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Dielectric properties and domain structure have been measured as functions of temperature in a
s001d-oriented PbsMg1/3Nb2/3d0.65Ti0.35O3 sPMNT35%d single crystal with and without a prior dc
electric sEd-field poling. WithoutE-field poling, the dielectric loss exhibits a frequency-dependent
maximum in the region of 120–180 K, which can be described by a Vogel–Fulcher equation and
fractal cluster model which implies structural irregularities within domains. With a prior poling a
long-range monoclinicstetragonald→ tetragonalsmonoclinicd transition takes place near 212 K
upon heating. “Monoclinicstetragonald” represents that dominant monoclinic phase domains coexist
with a small fraction of tetragonal phase domains. Optical transmission and birefringence were
significantly enhanced by a priorE-field poling. The Cauchy equations for ordinaryno and
extraordinaryne refractive indices were determined between 0.45 and 1.4mm. However, the
phase-matching criterion for second-harmonic generation was not found. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1862314g

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments on relaxor-based ferroelectrics
PbsMg1/3Nb2/3d1−xTixO3 sPMNTd have demonstrated that
high-quality crystals can be grown successfully and enhance
piezoelectric performance radically compared with
PbsZr1−xTixdO3 sPZTd ceramics.1 Physical properties of
PMNT strongly depend on Ti content, external electric
sEd-field strength, and crystallographic orientation.2–7The ul-
trahigh piezoelectric response has been theoretically attrib-
uted to polarization rotations between tetragonalsTd and
rhombohedralsRd phases through intermediate monoclinic
sMd or orthorhombicsOd symmetries.8

From synchrotron x-ray diffraction, anMA-typeM phase
was observed in as001d-cut PMNT35% crystal after a prior
poling sE=43 kV/cmd, but the unpoled and weakly poled
samples exhibit an averageR symmetry.3 From field-induced
domain observations at room temperature,R→MA→T001

andR→MA→T→MA→R111 transition sequences were evi-
denced, respectively, ins001d-cut PMNT24% ands111d-cut
PMNT33% asE field increases along oriented directions.4,5

An MC-type M phase was confirmed at 20 and 300 K by
synchrotron x-ray diffraction for unpoled PMNTx% ceram-
ics with 31øxø37, in which theM phase was mixed with
higher-symmetry phases,R, T, or O.6 A field-induced R
→O phase transition versus anMB-type M phase was pro-
posed for as110d-cut PMNT30% crystal.7 In poled PZT ce-
ramic, anM phase was reported over a narrow composition
range near the morphotropic phase boundarysMPBd and
plays a key role in rotating the polarization from thek001l T

phase to thek111l R phase.9 Note that transitions ofR↔O,
O↔T, or R↔T are of first order based on the Landau
theory.10

Refractive indices of as001d-cut PMNT38% crystal with
a prior poling atE=10 kV/cm show a clear birefringence,
but the phase-matching condition for second-harmonic gen-
eration was not found.11 The optical transmission was also
enhanced by a prior poling. With an assumption of an opti-
cally isotropic pseudocubic state, the refractive indices were
determined at room temperature by spectroscopic ellipsom-
etry for unpoled PMNTx% crystals withx=24, 30, 31, and
33.12 It was found that refractive index increases with Ti
content.

To enhance piezoelectric performance, a priorE-field
poling process has usually been used before employing these
materials in applications. However, how a priorE-field pol-
ing affects phase thermal stability and optical properties still
remains unclear. In this study, temperature-dependent dielec-
tric permittivity, domain structure, and hysteresis loopspo-
larization versus electric fieldd were investigated in as001d-
cut PMNT35% single crystal with and without a prior dc
E-field poling. In addition, optical transmission and refrac-
tive indices were measured in a wide wavelength range.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The PMNT crystal was grown using a modified Bridg-
man method. The sample was cut perpendicular to ak001l
direction. The Ti concentrationsxd was determined by using
the dielectric maximum temperatureTm supon heating forf
=10 kHz without a prior polingd, i.e., x=sTm+10d /5, where
T is in °C.13 For dielectric measurements, a variable-
frequency Wayne–Kerr Precision Analyzer PMA3260A with
four-lead connections was used to measure capacitance and
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resistance, and to obtain real«8 and imaginary«9 parts of
dielectric permittivity. A Janis CCS-450 closed cycle refrig-
erator was used with a Lakeshore Model 340 temperature
controller. The temperature ramping rate was 1.5 K/min.
Gold electrodes were deposited on sample surfaces by radio-
frequency sputtering. Before any measurement described be-
low, the sample was annealed aboveTm. Two processes were
used in the dielectric study. The first is called “zero-field
heating” sZFHd, in which the data were taken upon heating
without anE field or a prior poling. In the second process
FR-ZFH, the sample was poled at room temperature with a
dc E field, then cooled to 150 K without anE field before
ZFH was performed. During the FR process, a dcE field was
applied along thef001g direction. The remanent polarization
sPrd was also measured by using a Sawyer–Tower circuit at
frequency of 46 Hz.

The domain structures were observed by using a Nikon
E600POL polarizing microscope with a crossed polarizer/
analyzersP/Ad pair. Transparent conductive films of indium
tin oxide sITOd were deposited on sample surfaces by radio-
frequency sputtering. The experimental configuration for do-
main observation can be found in Ref. 4. The refractive in-
dices were measured by using a Metricon Model 2010 Prism
Coupler with three laser wavelengths, 0.473, 0.790, and
1.323mm.

A brief review of principles for interpreting polarizing
microscope photographs may be helpful. The propagation

directionkY of the polychromatic “white” light is alongf001g
for this work. Most of the information is obtained from ob-
servation of optical extinction, which occurs if both the fol-
lowing conditions are satisfied:s1d there must be no optical

activity for the directionkY, s2d either kY must lie along an

optical axis, or ifkY is not along an optical axis, the incident

EY must lie along one of the two perpendicular axes in the

plane perpendicular tokY for which the optical-frequency per-
mittivity is maximum or minimum. Uniaxial crystal struc-
tures, such asT andR phases, have optical axes and polar-
izations along k001l and k111l, respectively. A clear
mathematical analysis for the general extinction problem in-
cluding biaxial symmetries such asO and M appears in
Sommerfield14 and Hartshorne and Stuart.15

Figure 1 shows thes001d-cut projectionswith all four
sides folded outd of relations among the various phases and
corresponding polarizations for the primitive unit cellsZ
=1d and double-size orthorhombic cellsZ=2d. The squares
indicate the directions of tetragonal polarization vectorsP.
The triangles indicate the directions for rhombohedralP’s.
The circles indicate the directions for orthorhombicP’s. The
solid, dash-dot, and dashed lines indicate the directions that
polarizations can take for monoclinic cells based on the
double-sizesZ=2d orthorhombic cell. The dotted lines alter-
nate between squares and circles, indicating directions that
polarizations can take for monoclinic cells based on the
simple sZ=1d cubic cell. Any polarization whose direction
does not correspond to one of the three symbol types or four
types of lines results from a triclinic cell. Domains that are

optically inactive forkY along f001g will have optical extinc-
tion for optical electric field along the radial and circumfer-

ential axes indicated by solid crossed lines inside the sym-
bols. The solid lines between some symbols indicate no shift
in optical extinction directions away from those in symbols
connected by these lines. The lines for the remainingZ=2
sdashed and dash dotd and Z=1 sdottedd M polarization di-
rections indicate shift in optical extinction direction away
from radial and circumferential axes. The central “black”
square indicates total extinction for any optical field direc-

tion for the f001g and f001̄g T domains. TheMC cell P lies
between two adjacentT andO P vectors. TheMA cell hasP
between two adjacentT and R P vectors, whereas theMB

cell hasP between two adjacentR andO P vectors. Accord-
ingly, higher-symmetry phasessO, R, or Td with nearby po-
larizationP directions are related by monoclinic phases. The
details for using optical extinction to distinguish various
phases in thes001d-cut sample can be found in Ref. 4.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the temperature- and frequency-
dependent dielectric permittivities«8 and «9 obtained from
ZFH and FR-ZFH. The dielectric maximum temperatureTm

is almost the same in ZFH and FR-ZFH. The smaller«8 in
FR-ZFH is due to a poling effect which is expected to reduce
the contribution of domain-wall motion. Instead of the
gradual climb seen in the ZFH,«8 sFR-ZFHd exhibits a step-
like decline in the region of 190–210 K associated with a
weak frequency dispersion.

More complicated anomalies were observed in the
imaginary part«9, known as the dielectric absorption. In the
ZFH, as given in the inset of Fig. 2sbd, a clear frequency-
dependent maximum and a weak shoulderswhose position is
almost frequency independent, but not its amplituded appear,
respectively, in the regions of 120–180 K and 200–220 K,
implying two different physical origins. The frequency-
dependent behavior usually correlates to a relaxation pro-

FIG. 1. Relation between the optical extinction orientations corresponding
to the polarizations for various phases and domains projected on thes001d
plane.
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cess. After the FRsE=6 kV/cmd, the frequency-dependent
maximum seen in the ZFHs120–180 Kd was obviously
compressed, and the weak shoulder becomes a frequency-
independent sharp peak at 212 K which exhibits stronger
intensity at higher frequency. It indicates that the relaxation
mechanism seen in the region of 120–180 K was suppressed
after the FR, and a long-range percolation of polar clusters
takes place near 212 K.

In a pure PMN crystal an extra dielectric peak was also
observed atTc,212 K in a field-heating process, and was
attributed to the percolating polar clusters due to the suppres-
sion of the random fields originating from compositional
fluctuations at theB site.16 Another important feature is that
the imaginary part«9 after a prior poling is much less than
that without poling. For instance, the ratio of«9sFR-
ZFHd /«9sZFHd measured at room temperature is about 1/20.
Low loss is an important criterion for high-power piezoelec-
tric components.

What is the physical origin of the frequency-dependent
maximum of dielectric absorption«9 sZFHd in the region of
120–180 K? Figure 3 shows a plot of measured frequency
versus 1000/T and an exponential fittingssolid lined of the
phenomenological Vogel–Fulcher equation commonly used
in mixed systems;

f = foe
−Ea/kBsT−Tod, s1d

where f is the measured frequency,fo is a characteristic fre-
quencysattempt frequencyd, andEa is the activation energy
for orientation of electric dipoles.To is the freezing tempera-
ture andT is the temperature corresponding to maximum«9
sZFHd in the region of 120–180 K. The fitting parameters
are shown in Fig. 3. What is the significance of these param-
eters? First, the attempt frequency is in the usual range for
lattice vibration. Second,To is the temperature at which all
reorientation and coupling of clusters would cease. Third,Ea

is the average of activation potential barriers for various
clusters in this disordered system to reorient between adja-
cent variants. Compared with PMNT10% ceramic which has
Ea=0.041 eV andTo=291.5 K,17 the higher activation en-
ergy in PMNT35% crystal implies a stronger correlation be-
tween polar clusters, which gives rise to a slower process to
reach equilibrium in the system. Fitting the data to the
Arrhenius law fTo=0 in Eq. s1dg requires an unphysically
high fo.

Another approach to understand this relaxation process
is the fractal cluster model,18

t = toS T

T − To
Dzv

,

or

f = foS T

T − To
D−zv

, s2d

wherezv is called the dynamic exponent andTo is the freez-
ing temperature.t is the critical relaxation time andto= fo

−1 is
the characteristic relaxation time. In this model the critical
relaxation timet and the collective cluster sizesj are related
to the correlation lengthj by t,jz and sj=jD. D is the
collective cluster fractal dimensionality.j diverges with tem-
perature asj,fT/ sT−Todgv. The fitting sdashed lined and
parameters of the fractal cluster model are given in Fig. 3. A
similar dielectric phenomenon was seen in an as-grown
s001d-cut PMNT32% crystal and was examined by the frac-
tal cluster model with parameters,zv=11, To=43.3 K, and
to=5.8310−10 s.18 It was suggested that structural irregular

FIG. 2. Dielectric permittivities of ZFH and FR-ZFHs6 kV/cmd measured
at f =10 kHz.

FIG. 3. Frequency vs 1000/T. T is the temperature corresponding to«9
sZFHd maximum in the region of 120–180 K. The solid and dashed lines
are, respectively, fittings of Eqs.s1d and s2d with parameters given in the
figure.
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ity plays a critical role in the dielectric absorption. This sug-
gestion seems appropriate also for our system because the
Arrhenius law does not apply, whereas the Vogel–Fulcher
equation and fractal cluster model which apply to a system
with structural irregularity give good fits with physically rea-
sonable parameters.

ZFH domain structures observed after anE-field poling
with E=6 kV/cm at room temperature, i.e., FR-ZFH
s6 kV/cmd, are shown in Fig. 4 for 198 and 208 K. Angles
of the P/A pair presented in Fig. 4 are with regard to the
k001l direction. Below 198 K the domain matrix exhibits

extinction from 0° to 10°, but near 208 K the crystal shows
extinction from 0° to 20°. A similar phenomenon was seen in
the pure ZFH domain observation, but not as apparent as the
FR-ZFH. When observing thes001d-cut sample alongf001g
between a crossed P/A pair, as shown in Fig. 1,T and
MC-type M phase domains have extinction at 0° with regard
to f100g. The R phase domains show optical extinction at
45°. The wide extinction ranges0°–20°d reveals that domains
polarizations are in the vicinity of thef001g T polar direction
and most likely areM phase. AtE=9 kV/cm, the crystal
mostly reaches total extinction, indicating a single domain
poled alongf001g.

Without a prior polingsE=0d, as shown in Fig. 5, the
k002l x-ray diffraction exhibits four major peaks as indicated
by dashed lines with number labelss1–4d. Based on the cu-
bic structure, lattice parameters calculated from peak posi-
tions are given in Fig. 5. According to Ref. 6, beside anM
phase a dominantT phase was found in the unpoled
PMNT35% ceramic with lattice parametersa=4.000 Å and

FIG. 4. sColord Domain structures observed in the FR-ZFH at 198 and
208 K.

FIG. 5. k002l x-ray diffraction spectra with and without a priorE-field
poling alongf001g. The calculated lattice parameters and possible symme-
tries are given in the figure.T andM represent, respectively, tetragonal and
monoclinic symmetries.

FIG. 6. Optical transmission without poling and with a prior poling atE
=5.4 kV/cm.

FIG. 7. Refractive indices measured at room temperature. The curves are
fittings of the Cauchy equation with parameters given in Table I.
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c=4.044 Å. Thus, diffraction peakss1–4d most likely corre-
late to symmetries ofT and M phases. After the FRsE
=6 kV/cmd, only a strong diffraction peaksas indicated by
the dashed line andE1d was observed with a weak shoulder
at 2u>45.3°. The calculated lattice parameter ofE1 peak is
about 4.060 Å and possibly correlates to lattice parameterc
of T symmetry. Based on the above evidence, a long-range
MsTd→TsMd transformation likely takes place near 210 K
after the FR.MsTd represents that dominantM phase do-
mains coexist with a smaller fraction ofT phase domains.
The crystal becomes cubic phase near 440 K, where thePr

exhibits a rapid decline, as seen in the inset of Fig. 2sad.
Wavelength-dependent optical transmission from

0.3 to 2.1mm, given in Fig. 6 shows little absorption before
reaching the cut-off wavelengthl>0.4 mm, which is the
same with and without a priorE-field poling. It shows that a
prior poling process can enhance the optical transmission by
about 20%, likely due to reduction of internal reflection by
domain walls and strains. The transmission cutoff atl
>0.4 mm implies an average electronic energy gap of about
3.0 eV. The transmission of PMNT thin films goes to zero at
l>0.35mm.19

Figure 7 shows ordinaryno and extraordinaryne refrac-
tive indices measured at room temperature without poling
sE=0d and with a prior polingsE=5.4 kV/cmd. The refrac-
tive indices are higher than those obtained from PMNT35%
thin films20 and from the nonlinear optical crystal
RbTiOAsO4 sRTAd.21 In the prior poling process, the crystal
was poled at room temperature along ak010l direction which
is the optical axis of the uniaxial tetragonal structure. With-
out a prior poling, the crystal shows very small birefringence
uno−neu which is less than 0.004 atl=0.790mm. This phe-
nomenon reveals that the tetragonal distortion is so small that
the average symmetry can be considered as optically isotro-
pic. Interestingly, after a prior poling atE=5.4 kV/cm, the
crystal shows a noticeable “negative” uniaxial birefringence
and uno−neu is about 0.0129 atl=0.790mm. It was found
that the birefringence does not increase noticeably even with
a higher poling fieldsE.5.4 kV/cmd. For instance, after a
prior poling at E=12 kV/cm, the refractive indices areno

=2.5025 andne=2.4908 atl=1.323mm, and no=2.5583
andne=2.5466 atl=0.790mm. By fitting refractive indices
measured from three laser wavelengths, the Cauchy equa-
tions of no and ne were obtained without and with a prior
poling sE=5.4 kV/cmd, as given in Table I. The calculation
of phase-matching angle22 for second-harmonic generation
shows that the phase-matching condition does not exist.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work reveals phase thermal stability ofs001d-cut
PMNT35% crystal with and without a prior dcE-field appli-
cation alongf001g. Without anE-field poling, a frequency-

dependent maximum was observed in the ZFH dielectric ab-
sorption in the region of 120–180 K. This dispersion
phenomenon can be described by the Vogel–Fulcher equation
and fractal cluster model, and likely associated with struc-
tural irregularity in the domain matrix. After a dcE field
poling, this relaxation behavior was suppressed and a long-
range percolation associated with anMsTd→TsMd transition
takes place near 212 K, which is signified by a sharp
frequency-independent loss peak. Both optical transmission
and birefringence were significantly enhanced by a prior
E-field poling, likely due to a formation of a long-range or-
dered state. The Cauchy equations of refractive indicesno

andne were obtained, but the phase-matching condition for
second-harmonic generation was not found in this work.
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E=5.4 kV/cm nosld=2.4716+s0.0483/l2d+s0.0029/l4d, nesld=2.4606+s0.0467/l2d+s0.0032/l4d
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